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Mathematical modeling and optimization aspects of memorization process have been demonstrated here, by differential 
equations’ approach, for enhancing individuals’ learning, particularly, of mathematical stuffs. Memorization process plays 

a vital role in human life. Rigorous study of relevant literature reveals that several noteworthy researchers confined their attention 
in connection to enhance the memorization process in view of its complexity and being an integral component of learning; 
however, mathematical approach used by previous research workers for the memorization process has still been found very less. 
This motivates us to explore some significant results in this direction. In the present paper, firstly a mathematical model has been 
presented by using differential equation approach for the memorization process and then solution of the mathematical model has 
been obtained under its boundary conditions. More precisely, we examine the rate at which memorization of mathematical stuff 
that required for memorization of axioms and proofs of theorems and to calculate the various amount learnt in particular periods. 
In addition, a successful attempt has been made to optimize the memorization process to enhance learning trend of individuals 
and mathematical stuffs. Apart from this, significant outcomes of our present study are supported by tables and graphs based on 
primary statistical data in order to draw conclusions. Particularly, from practical point of view the present contribution is quite 
useful in emerging areas of medical science and life science instead of mathematical sciences and it has very wider scope for all 
professionals at all levels in teaching and research in the concerned field. Moreover, our present study contributes to the literature 
that memorization of large number of mathematical stuffs could be carried out even beyond perceived imaginations.
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